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LUBRICATION

WARNING

CAUTION

! Before dismounting power unit or
performing any service of maintenance,
follow thse steps: disengage power to
equipment, lower the 3-point hitch and all
raised components to the ground, operate
valve levers to release any hydraulic
pressure, set parking brake, stop engine,
remove key, and unfasten seat belt.

! Before working underneath, read
manual instructions, securely block up, and
check stability.  Secure blocking prevents
euipment from dropping due to hydraulic leak
down, hydraulic system failure, or mechanical
compontent failure.

! Keep all persons away from operator
control area while performing adjustments,
service, or maintenance.

! Make sure shields and guards are
properly installed and in good condition.
Replace if damaged.

! Do not handle blades with bare hands.
Careless or improper handling may result in
serious injury.

! Always wear relatively tight and belted
clothing to avoid entanglement in moving
parts.  Wear sturdy, rough-soled work shoes
and protective equipment for eyes, hair,
hands, hearing, and head; and respirator of
filter mask where appropriate.

! Make certain all movement of
equipment components has stopped before
approaching for service.

Lubrication Schedule
NOTE:  Recommendations are based on
normal operating conditions.  Severe or
unusual conditions may require more
frequent lubrication or oil changes.

Daily or every 8 hours of operation

PTO Driveline:  Lubricate daily or every 8
hours of operation (every 4 hours if U-joints
run at angles).

•Check gearbox daily or every 8 hours of
operation.

Every 25 hours of operation
•Lubricate PTO driveline telescoping section

•Lubricate rotor end bearings

•Lubricate hanger bearings-30' units

•Lubricate wheel rockshaft bearings

Every 40 hours of operation

•Lubricate rotor drive hubs next to the
couplers on underside of unit (2 locations)

(30' units 4 locations)

•Grease the drive hubs until grease is
visible between the gearbox spline and
the drive hub.

Annually
•Change gearbox oil.  Refill with SAE 85W90
gear oil.

•Repack wheel bearings

•Lubricate ratchets as necessary (2 locations
each ratchet)

IMPORTANT


















